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Abstract

European jurisdictions can be distinguished in ‘open’ and ‘closed’ legal systems in respect of their approach to unexpected circumstances occurring in contractual relations. In this article, it will be argued that this distinction can be related to the judiciary’s reaction in certain countries to the economic consequences of World War I. The first point to be highlighted will be the rather strict approach to unexpected circumstances in contract law that many jurisdictions had before the war – including England, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. Secondly, the judicial approach in England, France, Germany, and the Netherlands to unexpected circumstances arising from the war will be briefly analysed. It will appear that all of the aforementioned jurisdictions remained ‘closed’. Subsequently, the reaction of the judiciary in these jurisdictions to the economic circumstances in the aftermath of the war, (hyper)inflation in particular, will be analysed. Germany, which experienced hyperinflation in the immediate aftermath of the war, developed an ‘open’ system, using the doctrine of the Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage. In the Netherlands, this experience failed to have an impact: indeed, in judicial practice the Netherlands appears to have a ‘closed’ legal system nevertheless, save for an ‘exceptional’ remedy in the new Dutch Civil Code, Article 6:258 of the Burgerlijk Wetboek (1992). In conclusion, the hypothesis is put forward that generally only in jurisdictions that have experienced exceptional economic upheaval, such as the hyperinflation in the wake of World War I, ‘exceptional’ remedies addressing unexpected circumstances can have a lasting effect on the legal system.
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1 Introduction

European jurisdictions can be distinguished in ‘open’ and ‘closed’ legal systems in respect of their approach to unexpected circumstances occurring in contractual relations. In this distinction, ‘open’ legal systems have established a general ‘exceptional’ doctrine specifically addressing the issue of unexpected circumstances that can lead to an adjustment of the contract. ‘Closed’ legal systems do not offer such a solution either because they do not have such an ‘exceptional’ doctrine or, even if they have such a doctrine (as most jurisdictions do), this doctrine generally cannot lead to an adjustment of the contract.¹

In this article, it will be argued that this distinction can be related to the judiciary’s reaction in certain countries to the economic consequences of World War I. The first point to be highlighted will be the rather strict approach to unexpected circumstances in relation to contractual obligations that many jurisdictions had before the war – including England, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. Basically all European jurisdictions were ‘closed’ before the First World War: unsurprising, taking into account the overall favourable and stable economic conditions since around the 1850s. Secondly, the judicial approach in England, France, Germany, and the Netherlands to unexpected circumstances arising from the war will be briefly analysed. It will appear that all of the aforementioned jurisdictions remained ‘closed’.

Subsequently, the reaction of the judiciary in these jurisdictions to the economic circumstances in the aftermath of the war, (hyper)inflation in particular, will be analysed. Germany, which experienced hyperinflation in the immediate aftermath of the war, developed an ‘open’ system, using the doctrine of the Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage. The experience gained from this event was used in other European countries when they had to deal with the consequences of great economic and political instability, not only in the aftermath of World War I but also of inter alia World War II. In the Netherlands, this experience failed to have an impact: indeed, in judicial practice the Netherlands appears to have a ‘closed’ legal system nevertheless, save for an ‘exceptional’ remedy in the new Dutch Civil Code, Article 6:258 of the Burgerlijk Wetboek (1992).

In conclusion, the hypothesis is put forward that generally only in jurisdictions that have experienced exceptional economic upheaval, such as the hyperinflation in

the wake of World War I, ‘exceptional’ remedies addressing unexpected circumstances can have a lasting effect on the legal system.

2 Pre-1914: the Reign of Absolute Impossibility

Since the 1870s, Europe, and particularly Western Europe including Britain, the German Empire, France, and the Netherlands, witnessed a period of considerable economic growth. This growth was the result of, amongst others, technological progress and the liberalisation of trade. Between 1871 and 1914, industrial production in France and Britain more than doubled, whereas the German industrial production rose more than fivefold. In that same period, French external trade – import and export – did not even double, British trade roughly doubled, German trade rose threefold, and Dutch trade even fivefold. Prices were nevertheless stable and inflation low; this was also due to the adherence to the Gold Standard.

This economic growth and the increase in trade required a timely performance of commercial transactions: protection of the debtor – here in the broad sense of a party to whom an obligation is owed – was of secondary importance. Against this background, the rather strict approach of legislatures and judiciaries towards unexpected circumstances seems understandable enough. Moreover, the Modern Natural Law of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries provided a theoretical foundation for this uncompromising approach.

2.1 England

Since at least the seventeenth century, the English legal system was rather uncompromising in respect to contractual duties. The general rule was that a change of circumstances after a promise was made did not excuse the promisor from performance, even if it made performance impossible, see the rule in *Paradine v. Jane*. In 1863, however, in *Taylor v. Caldwell*, the parties were discharged of their contractual duties because a particular, specified thing that was needed to perform the contract had perished – here the Surrey Music Hall. This discharge upon the perishing of the thing without the party’s fault was considered an implied condition. Frustration of contract became also accepted in cases of maritime ventures, where the notion was embraced that a contract might be terminated if its commercial purpose was frustrated (see the rule in *Jackson v. Union Marine Insurance Company* in 1874). The doctrine of frustration was subsequently extended to cases where performance was strictly speaking still possible, but the commercial purpose of the contract was frustrated, such as in one of the coronation cases, *Krell v. Henry*. But


here too the remedy was still rescission of contract.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, extreme and unforeseen cost or difficulty of performance itself, i.e. ‘commercial impossibility’, was not held to be an excuse for non-performance.\textsuperscript{15}

2.2 France
In French private law, the effect of changed or unforeseen circumstances upon existing contractual relations had traditionally been handled through the doctrine of force majeure (Articles 1147 and 1148 of the \textit{Code civil}). Unless a party had assumed the risk of impossibility, no liability was incurred for non-performance if it was impossible to perform the contract due to an event that the parties could not reasonably have been expected to foresee at the conclusion of the contract.\textsuperscript{16} Even temporal but indefinite impossibility could result in dispensation of the party unable to perform.\textsuperscript{17}

However, if performance was still possible, the \textit{Cour de Cassation} refused to give relief on the grounds of change of circumstances, which is demonstrated in the \textit{Canal de Craponne} case of 1876. Here, the \textit{Cour de Cassation} decided that the \textit{Cour d’appel d’Aix-en-Provence} had violated Article 1134 of the \textit{Code civil} in adapting a contract concerning the maintenance costs of the Craponne canal. Although the contract was from 1567, long before the promulgation of the \textit{Code civil} in 1804, the \textit{Cour de Cassation} considered the adagium \textit{pacta sunt servanda}, contained in Article 1134, to be general and absolute.\textsuperscript{18} The principle of good faith, laid down in the same Article 1134, was virtually never applied to adjust contracts.\textsuperscript{19}

2.3 German Empire
The \textit{Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch}, reflecting a liberal economic theory resting on individual autonomy and freedom of ownership then prevailing, did not accord effects to changed or unforeseen circumstances unless they rendered performance of the contract impossible in a strict and objective sense.\textsuperscript{20} The drafters intended that the provisions concerning impossibility of performance – inter alia §§ 275(1), 280, 282, and 287 – were to be narrowly construed and restricted to cases in which performance could be deemed literally ‘impossible’ rather than merely ‘extremely onerous’.\textsuperscript{21} They moreover explicitly rejected inclusion of a general \textit{clausula rebus sic stantibus} doctrine.\textsuperscript{22} Finally, no one considered the good faith provision of the \textit{Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch} § 242 to be relevant for dealing with the problem of changed or unforeseen circumstances.\textsuperscript{23}

Nevertheless, even before the war, courts sometimes assimilated a debtor’s subsequent ‘inability’ to perform with objective, subsequent impossibility (a notion found in the Code) and extended it to economic impossibility.\textsuperscript{24} In 1889, the \textit{Reichsgericht} had already held that even a temporal inability to perform could lead to rescission of a contract: here a buyer claimed delivery after a period of eight months, in which the supplier had rebuilt his mill that had burned down.\textsuperscript{25} Furthermore, in \textit{B. v. Bremer Rolandmühle} of 1904, the seller was relieved of his duty to deliver a specific cottonseed product (\textit{Eichenlaub}) because it had become so exceptionally difficult that it was considered by commerce as the equivalent to impossible – here the seller was the sole producer of this product and his specialist mill had burned down. The seller’s duty to attempt finding supplies of his own product was not without limit: he could not be required to attempt to buy his brand on all German and foreign markets.\textsuperscript{26}

2.4 The Netherlands
The Dutch Civil code of 1838, the \textit{Burgerlijk Wetboek}, was largely a copy of the French \textit{Code civil}, which had been in force until then. Therefore, as in French private law, the effect of changed or unforeseen circumstances upon existing contractual relations had traditionally been handled through the doctrine of force majeure (Articles 1280 and 1281 of the \textit{Burgerlijk Wetboek}). Unless a party had assumed the risk of impossibility, no liability was incurred for non-performance if it was


\textsuperscript{17} E.g. Cass., 7 May 1872, D. 72.1.456; Cass. 23 February 1872, D. 72.1.187. See Meijers, \textit{Verandering} (1918), at 97.


\textsuperscript{22} See 2 Motive (1888), at 199. See also Wieacker, \textit{Sozialmodell} (1974), at 15.

\textsuperscript{23} Von Mehren, \textit{Civil Law} (1977), at 1066.

\textsuperscript{24} E.g. Reichsgericht, 3 February 1914, 84 ERGZ 125. See Beale, \textit{Contract} (2010), at 1105-6.

\textsuperscript{25} Reichsgericht, 12 July 1889, SeuffA 45, 176. See on this decision Meijers, \textit{Verandering} (1918), at 95. See also e.g. Reichsgericht, 6 July 1898, 45 ERGZ 114.
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impossible to perform the contract due to an event that the parties could not reasonably have been expected to foresee at the conclusion of the contract, and which event could not be imputed to the non-performing party. Several courts, however, did not require an absolute or objective impossibility of the performance but held that *force majeure* existed if (i) it was for the debtor – temporarily – impossible to perform and (ii) he had made all efforts that could be reasonably required from him as a good housefather to perform. The scope of this subjective impossibility was even extended because often the creditor had to prove that his debtor’s efforts should be considered insufficient. However, the event that prevented the debtor to perform had to be unforeseeable: the vagueness of this term gave courts considerable discretion to, in spite of this, keep a debtor responsible for his non-performance.

An increase in prices was generally not accepted as *force majeure*. Just like the *Cour de Cassation*, the *Hoge Raad* virtually never revised contracts on the basis of the principle of good faith as laid down in, e.g. Article 1374 of the *Burgerlijk Wetboek*.

### 3 1914-1918: Absolute Impossibility continued (but with Exceptions)

In 1914, Europe and the rest of the world ended up in a war. The German government anticipated a short war to be won by military, not economic means. However, particularly in the West, the war developed into one of attrition where the opposing forces of Germany, France, and Britain mobilised their entire economies. As a result, these and other European economies had to respond to different challenges which moreover changed over the course of the war.

In Britain, in August 1914, there was little appreciation of the sheer scale of the war effort that would be needed to defeat the Central Powers. Until 1917, state intervention in and management of the economy was relatively ad hoc in approach and tended to be reactive rather than proactive. As the war lengthened, the private-sector-oriented ‘business as usual’ philosophy gave way to direct government control, and particularly the Ministry of Munitions expanded its role to cover a wide range of economic activities. The fact that real GDP increased during the war was also due to a dramatic increase in government expenditure. Britain was highly dependent on imported food supplies, as a result of the pre-war policy of free trade. These food imports were vulnerable to U-boat attack and mounting shipping losses brought about a change of policy, viz. to increase the production of grains and potatoes at the cost of the production of meat. During the war, the value of British imports almost doubled, although British exports stayed roughly the same. The annual average wholesale prices in Britain would not increase by any more than 100% during the war, compared to the annual wholesale prices in 1914.

To the French economy, the war represented an enormous shock: at the end of the war, the French GDP had fallen to a trough more than 30% below its 1913 level. The break-up of trade relationships with Germany, Austria, Hungary, and soon Belgium and other invaded regions, representing around one-third of French imports and exports in 1913, seriously affected the goods markets. In real terms, French exports declined, reaching a low of one-third of their 1913 level in 1918. Imports, however, increased sharply from 1915 to 1917, which also helped to compensate for the occupation of north-eastern France, and the decrease in French production of various goods. Direct state intervention remained limited: only in foreign trade did the state intervene more directly, but this came only in 1917. Although inflation started to rise, the annual average wholesale prices in France would not increase by any
more than 150% during the war, compared to the annual wholesale prices in 1914.17 German annual national income and output declined during the war. From 1916 onwards, when government control over the economy was tightened, the output of armament-related industries increased. However, output in other industries and agriculture decreased or dried up. The Allied naval blockade inflicted far greater damage on the German war economy than the German U-boat campaign did to England. In real terms, German imports during the war remained at 40–60% below their peacetime levels, while exports fell even further.18 Up until 1916, Germany had been moderately successful in evading the Allied blockade by increasing imports of foodstuffs from the neighbouring neutrals, notably from the Netherlands and Denmark. But the intensified blockade after 1916 resulted in a sharp reduction of German food imports. 19 Although inflation started to rise, the annual average wholesale prices in the German Empire would not increase by any more than 100% during the war, compared to the annual wholesale prices in 1914.20 Generally, the British, French, and German governments overestimated the importance of international trade in economic development and hence in a nation’s capacity to wage war, all underestimated the resilience and flexibility of their domestic economies. In contrast to expectations, these nations proved able to reorganise their domestic economies in isolation from the international economy.21 The Dutch preserved neutrality, for instance through the Netherlands Overseas Trust Company, but had to accept many compromise measures against its sovereign rights. Trade and exports continued, with declining volumes but rising prices. Exports into Germany increased considerably and Dutch agricultural products helped Germany to continue its war effort. From 1913 to 1916, real GDP declined slightly to 96% of what it had been in 1913. Only the years 1917 and 1918 stand out as years of low economic activity due to trade limitations.22 Though inflation started to rise, the annual average wholesale prices in the Netherlands would not increase by any more than 150%, compared to the annual wholesale prices in 1914 – probably also as a result of extensive government intervention in the economy, such as setting maximum prices and implementing export restrictions for basic foodstuffs.23 The war conditions resulted in hardship for contractual parties who (i) could not, or only against great cost, obtain the goods they should deliver, or who (ii) could still deliver but saw their monetary counter performance greatly reduced in value. During the war itself, however, the English, French, German, and Dutch judiciary stuck largely to the existing approaches to dealing with cases where parties, due to the war, could no longer – or became highly unwilling to – perform their commercial sale contracts. In none of the jurisdictions would the courts revise a contract for unforeseen circumstances – except in France, where the Conseil d’état relied on the doctrine of imprimé: recision thus remained the standard remedy in case of impossibility. The English and German courts, however, would sometimes discharge a contract if the performance – after a temporal impossibility – would amount to something else than originally contracted for. Discharge of a contract due to an increase in prices was basically not admitted anywhere. Admittedly, this pan-European judicial reluctance to interfere in private contractual relations can be related to the still prevailing liberal, individualist economic theories and the initial desire to continue with “business as usual” – also because the war was expected to be short-lived. This deep reluctance against judicial interference in private contractual relations is reflected in the earlier decline of the clausula rebus sic stantibus doctrine in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and a simultaneous strong emphasis on the sanctity of contracts, the bindingness of contractual obligations, and the right to specific performance in this period.24

3.1 England
The First World War gave rise to a significant number of cases in which contracts were held to have been discharged by supervening impossibility.25 Even when performance was still possible, but a supervening event prevented a party to put the subject-matter, a person or thing, to the intended use, courts occasionally held contracts to be frustrated – in line with the rule in Krell v. Henry26 (see, e.g., Horlock v. Beal).27 However, at the beginning of the war, courts appeared to be rather reluctant to discharge a contract, probably

37. Hautecoeur, France (2005), at 186-87; 193; Mitchell, Statistics (1978), at 389-91 (Table H1, Wholesale Price Indices).
40. See Mitchell, Statistics (1978), at 389-91 (Table H1, Wholesale Price Indices).
41. Tipton, Europe (1987), at 156.
42. H. de Jong, ‘Between the devil and the deep blue sea: the Dutch economy during World War I’, in S. Broadberry and M. Harrison (eds.) The Economics of World War I (2005) 137, at 139-44, 147, 164. See also Mitchell, Statistics (1978), at 304-7 (Table E1, External Trade).
43. See Mitchell, Statistics (1978), at 389-91 (Table H1, Wholesale Price Indices); De Jong, Dutch Economy (2005), at 157.
also motivated by the initial desire to continue with ‘business as usual’. If, for instance, not the entire purpose was frustrated, courts would not discharge a contract. Therefore, in 1916, a contract to ‘provide, maintain, and light’ street lamps was not frustrated when wartime black-out regulations prohibited the lighting of such lamps, since the maintenance obligation remained possible.\textsuperscript{48} Also, if performance for some balance of a contract remained or was likely to remain possible, the outcome of claims for that balance depended on the proportion of the interruption or likely interruption to the contract period. For instance, long-term commission agency was held not to be frustrated when the agent was interned, since his internment was not likely to last long (and in fact only lasted one month);\textsuperscript{49} the wartime requisition of a ship in February 1915 did not frustrate a five-year charter which was not due to expire till December 1917.\textsuperscript{50} In the latter case, \textit{Tamplin SS Co. Ltd. v. Anglo-Mexican Petroleum Co.}, even though the contract was not discharged, Lord Loreburn stated that ‘... no Court has an absolving power, but it can infer from the nature of the contract and the surrounding circumstances that a condition which is not expressed was a foundation on which the parties contracted.’\textsuperscript{51} This definition, by emphasising that discharge of a contract could also be based on an implied condition, helped to considerably widen the potential scope of impossibility of performance.\textsuperscript{52}

Towards the end of the war, indeed in extension of the rule in \textit{Taylor v. Caldwell},\textsuperscript{53} in several cases discharge was given because the subject-matter, a person or thing, had become – temporarily – unavailable for performance: charter parties, for example, were held to be frustrated where the ship was requisitioned.\textsuperscript{54} In 1918, it was held that the balance of a contract could be frustrated when, at the time of the requisition, a one-year charter still had six months to run: it was unlikely that the ship would be released in time to render any services under the charter.\textsuperscript{55} In some cases, where long delays in performance resulted from wartime restrictions, it was held that performance need not be resumed in the totally altered conditions which prevailed when those restrictions were removed.\textsuperscript{56} In \textit{Metropolitan Water Board v. Dick Kerr & Co.} of 1918, Lord Dunedin laid down a test as to whether a contract should be dissolved or merely suspended: ‘An interruption may be so long as to destroy the identity of the work or service, when resumed, with the work or service when interrupted.’\textsuperscript{57} This test contained no reference to an implied condition because performance was prevented by supervening legislation.\textsuperscript{58} Courts generally appeared to base the discharge of contracts on the – more objective – frustration of the adventure, and less so on a – subjective – implied condition.\textsuperscript{59} Moreover, in all of these cases commercial impracticability alone was therefore insufficient ground to discharge a contract.\textsuperscript{60}

It can be clearly seen that in many cases contracts were held not to be frustrated at all: in 1918, for example, a seller who expected to get supplies of birch timber from Finland – the supply of which had become impossible after the outbreak of war in 1914 – was held to the contract, as only he had intended to use Finland as the sole source of supply.\textsuperscript{61} Also the rise of prices caused by the outbreak of the war did not discharge a contract.\textsuperscript{62}

The case law regarding the discharge of contracts by supervening impossibility appeared to be not entirely consistent, not in the least as to why exactly a contract was discharged from a legal point of view, namely, on the basis of an implied condition, frustration of the adventure, or simply for failure of consideration.\textsuperscript{63} However, apart from doctrinal inconsistencies attributable to a developing doctrine of frustration, the increasing number of cases in which contracts were held to be discharged by supervening impossibility – particularly in the years 1917 and 1918 – seems to result from the changing nature of war. The war had become one of attrition for which the entire economy had to be mobilised, for instance by, at the beginning of 1917, placing the whole merchant marine under the authority of a Shipping Controller.\textsuperscript{64}

### 3.2 France

Unlike the English judiciary, in the area of private law the French courts never extended impossibility of per-


\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Tamplin SS Co. Ltd. v. Anglo-Mexican Petroleum Co.} (1916), 2 A.C. 397.


\textsuperscript{52} McKelvey, \textit{Impossibility} (1941), at 159.

\textsuperscript{53} Taylor v. Caldwell (1863) 3 B. & S. 826.


\textsuperscript{55} E.g. 

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Metropolitan Water Board v. Dick Kerr & Co.} (1918) A.C. 119.

\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Metropolitan Water Board v. Dick Kerr & Co.} (1918) A.C. 119, at 128.


\textsuperscript{59} McKelvey, \textit{Impossibility} (1941), at 163.

\textsuperscript{60} See, for an overview of war-time cases, Trotter, \textit{Contract} (1940), at 116. See also Gottschalk, \textit{Impossibility} (1945), at 34; Treitel, \textit{Contract} (2003), at 882.


\textsuperscript{63} See, in detail, McNair, \textit{War} (1966), at 166-77; McKelvey, \textit{Impossibility} (1941), at 150-69.

\textsuperscript{64} See Broadberry, \textit{The United Kingdom} (2005), at 214.
formance to include frustration of purpose or economic impracticability.\textsuperscript{65} Holding to their previous views that impossibility of performance must be absolute,\textsuperscript{66} courts ruled that the outbreak of the war and the subsequent increase in the cost or difficulty of performance could not constitute force majeure: e.g. in 1915, a shop had to pay damages under an employment contract to a seamstress, even if no work was available;\textsuperscript{67} and in 1918, a lease was not terminated because an apartment had served a bombardment, here of the city of Nancy, France.\textsuperscript{68} To alleviate the hardships caused by inflation, chiefly the lower courts manipulated the damage remedy — as the measure of recovery generally lies outside the control by the Cour de Cassation. Where a change in the value of goods or services could be attributed to a change in the value of money, a buyer was supposed not to have suffered substantial damage.\textsuperscript{69}

In contrast to the attitude taken by the Cour de Cassation, the Conseil d’état during the war further developed and used the doctrine of imprévision, a modified version of economic impracticability, to relieve parties from the effects of war.\textsuperscript{70} The doctrine of imprévision entitled courts to terminate or revise contracts whenever performance became extremely burdensome, though not objectively impossible to one of the parties, due to a substantial and unforeseen change in economic circumstances.\textsuperscript{71} The doctrine was limited to government contractors and was mainly used to alter the rate schedules of public utility companies engaged in the distribution of electricity and gas by ordering payment of an indemnity as compensation for increased costs of production.\textsuperscript{72} In the leading case, Gas de Bordeaux of 1916, the Conseil d’état held that price revision was appropriate because the increase in the cost of performance ‘certainly exceeds the outer limits of the increases that could have been contemplated by the parties when the contract of concession was concluded; as a result ... the contractual equilibrium is completely destroyed.’\textsuperscript{73}

Here, the increase in the price of coal, needed to make gas, was more than 400%.\textsuperscript{74} In the interest of maintaining uninterrupted services to the public, the court refused to grant rescission, and, in the absence of agreement by the parties, the general aim was to divide the loss between the two parties.\textsuperscript{75} Relief was initially restricted to long-term contracts formed in pre-war days, but was later extended to short-term contracts formed during the time of war.\textsuperscript{76} Despite its various limitations,\textsuperscript{77} the doctrine proved to be a useful tool in mitigating the effects of inflation in the administrative area during the war.\textsuperscript{78} Probably unsurprisingly, the doctrine of imprévision was of administrative jurisprudence; the Conseil d’état had jurisdiction over all contracts for public service, and it was essential that the fundamental public services be continued.\textsuperscript{79} In case of private contracts, little public harm would result from non-performance, and moreover relief to oppressed obligors sued for breach of contract could be afforded indirectly by trial judges fixing damages.\textsuperscript{80}

The French legislature also took an active role during the war (and also post-war) inflation: at least nine statutes were passed trying to ameliorate the position of contractual parties severely affected by inflation,\textsuperscript{81} the most famous of which is the Loi Failloit of 21 January 1918, which essentially integrated the doctrine of commercial impracticability into positive law. This statute permitted termination of certain types of commercial contracts concluded prior to 1 August 1914, calling for successive performances — although, e.g. contracts of loan or lease contracts were excepted — if performance had become foreseeably onerous to one of the parties. If the parties could not agree to a price revision, the

---

70. See Fabre-Magan, Contrat (2010), at 480; Ghestin, Effets (2001), at 315; Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 76, 81; Von Mehren, Civil Law (1977), at 549.
71. The legal basis of this doctrine was subject to scholarly debate, see Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 84-87.
72. Ghestin, Effets (2001), at 315; Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 77-78.
74. Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 73-74.
75. Ghestin, Effets (2001), at no. 315; Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 75-77; Von Mehren, Civil Law (1977), at 548-49.
76. Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 77-79; Von Mehren, Civil Law (1977), at 549.
77. Ghestin, Effets (2001), at 315; Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 78-81; Von Mehren, Civil Law (1977), at 550-51; Mann, Legal Aspect (1982), at 102-3.
78. E.g. C.E. 21 July 1917, Compagnie générale des automobiles postales, Rec. Lebon, 586; C.E., 8 February 1918, Gaz de Poissy, Rec. Lebon, 122. See Ghestin, Effets (2001), at 315. Although the economic disruption after the war was more serious than during the war, particularly between 1919 and 1937, only in a few cases relief was given in this period, probably because most of the electric light companies had achieved a re-making of rates during the war that could carry them through the rest of the inflation era, see Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 75.
80. See directly above and again Cooper, Inflation (1936), at 75.
3.3 German Empire

After the outbreak of war, German courts initially showed great adherence to the literal words of the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch – probably also motivated by the illusion of a brief war and the desire to continue ‘business as usual’ – and were unwilling to grant relief to many contracts affected by wartime conditions. A lessee had to pay pre-war rent for a circus building in Berlin – good faith and commercial morals did not justify in any way whatsoever the shifting to the lessor the loss that the war had caused to the lessee; a magazine could not discharge an editor without notice – the newspaper had not shown that it had to cease publication; a seller had to deliver tin, even if the prices had risen with more than 200% since the conclusion of the contract – a subjective inability does not free the debtor from an obligation involving a type (Gattungsschuld) so long as performance of this type is possible; the rent of a beer hall could hardly ever be the case. The courts were neither willing to grant relief on the basis of the principle that rescission was basically only granted when performance was literally impossible.

3.4 The Netherlands

Already before the war, courts had sometimes assimilated the practically impossible with the absolutely impossible, and this became generally accepted during the war.

However, although the courts adopted the notion of subjective impossibility – or rather commercial impracticability – developed before the war, in hardly any cases force majeure was accepted. The judiciary simply stressed that the event making performance impossible had to be unforeseen, and this turned out to hardly ever be the case. Just as the courts in England, France, and the German Empire, Dutch courts during the war appeared to be reluctant to rescind or interfere with contracts because of an increase in prices. Courts were not necessarily granted relief on the basis of the
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89. E.g. Reichsgericht, 4 January 1916, J.W. 16, 487; Reichsgericht, Second Civil Senate, 4 February 1916, 88 ERZG 71; Reichsgericht, 23 May 1916, J.W. 16, 1017; Reichsgericht, Second Civil Senate, 27 March 1917, 90 ERGZ 102; Reichsgericht, 6 July 1917, J.W. 18, 33; Reichsgericht, 15 October 1918, 94 ERGZ 45. See Dömer, Erster Weltkrieg (1986), at 399-400; Eiffler, BGB im 1. Weltkrieg (1998), at 252-53; Meijers, Verandering (1918), at 95; Beale, Contract (2010), at 1138; and, for a more detailed overview of the contemporary case law, Dawson, Effects of Inflation (1934), at 181-82.

However, these cases seemed to remain exceptions to the principle that rescission was basically only granted when performance was literally impossible.

93. Exceptionally, Hof Den Haag, 8 December 1916, W. 10129 (price increase of 20 to 25% constitutes force majeure). See Fruin, Verandering (1918), at 72; Meijers, Verandering (1918), at 135.
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good faith principle in, e.g. Article 1374(3) of the Burgerlijk Wetboek.96

4 Post-1918: Inflation and ‘Open’ versus ‘Closed’ Systems

The recovery from the war varied in Britain, France, Germany, and the Netherlands, although most governments tried to return to the pre-war gold standard due to widespread belief that such was necessary if the growth and prosperity of the pre-1914 era were to be re-established.97

The older British industrial centres lagged behind international competitors. Therefore, prices were to be held low to support British exports, which led to severe deflationary policies in 1919 and 1929. However, the British government had returned to the gold standard and, for instance, in 1924 the pound was overvalued, severely hampering exports. Therefore, Britain’s recovery only came about slowly, around 1937.98

The old industries in France also suffered from international competition. However, new industries soon grew substantially. France did not return to the gold standard, and French exports benefitted from the decline in value of the franc. Investment was made easier through inflation. However, with the depression, French exports dropped 60% between 1929 and 1935, also due to the overvalued franc, as other countries abandoned gold as well.99

Though defeated and burdened with reparations payments, Germany boomed through 1922 while other industrial economies faltered. Germany had suffered only the indirect damage of neglected maintenance and delayed replacement during the war. The government allowed the exchange rate to slip and made credit available through the Reichsbank, especially to large firms. Favoured companies could obtain credit, purchase competitors, repay the loans in a depreciated currency, and repeat the cycle with new loans. This process was well under way before the Ruhr crisis of 1923, when the government started printing money to support striking miners; ultimately this led to the hyperinflation in 1923.100

Between 1913 and 1919, the Netherlands had the highest growth rates of Western Europe. It profited from the German boom and the export of food to Britain. In the 1930s, however, the Dutch economy was hit by the depression. Sticking to the gold standard – probably motivated by the interests of an influential financial sector – meant a further loss of competitiveness. In 1936, the guilders was to be devalued by 20%.101 It was only because of the inflation after the war that German courts started to explicitly interfere in contracts where performance was not impossible but ‘merely’ impracticable. This changing attitude therefore strongly reflects the economic conditions of the respective jurisdictions: Germany knew hyperinflation in the 1920s and is now an ‘open’ system; Britain, France, and the Netherlands did not and are still ‘closed’ systems – despite a statutory basis in Article 6:258 of the Dutch Burgerlijk Wetboek to modify or set aside contracts in case of frustration.

4.1 England

The case law in the first decade after the war was a continuation of the wartime decisions. Rather, the immediate post-war cases are really cases which arose during the war, and it is likely that this influenced the resolution of these cases. Indeed, directly after the war in several more cases discharge was given because the subject-matter, a person or thing, had become – temporarily – unavailable for performance: these contracts often concerned charter parties that were frustrated where the ship was requisitioned by the government.102 Also in Bank Line Ltd. v. Arthur Capel & Co. of 1919, it was held by the majority that a coal charter from September to the following September was a substantially different thing from a coal charter from April to the following April, and that by implication the contract was discharged by frustration of the adventure.103 In cases where long delays in performance resulted from wartime restrictions, it was held that performance need not be resumed in the totally altered conditions which prevailed when those restrictions were removed after the war.104

However, in the course of the Second World War, particularly the implied condition theory was criticised as being dependent on the – subjective – intentions of the parties, thus widening the potential application of the doctrine of frustration.105 The Second World War gave rise to few reported cases in which contracts were held
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to be frustrated otherwise than by supervening illegality, i.e. a government prohibition. 106

In the British Movietonews 107 case of 1952, the House of Lords rejected the view that a mere uncontemplated turn of events (in that case, the cessation of wartime conditions in which the contract was made) was grounds for frustration. 108 Lord Simon said:

‘The parties to an executory contract are often faced, in the course of carrying it out, with a turn of events which they did not at all anticipate – a wholly abnormal rise or fall in prices, a sudden depreciation of currency, an unexpected obstacle to the execution, or the like. Yet this does not in itself affect the bargain which they have made.’ 109

Inflation therefore does not seem to be a ground for discharge. 110 In the Davis Contractors 111 case of 1956, it was confirmed that ‘impracticability’ was generally not sufficient to frustrate a contract in English law: only a ‘fundamental’ change of circumstances would bring the doctrine of discharge into play. Moreover, in this case Lord Radcliffe advanced that the doctrine of frustration is explained as occurring by operation of law rather than upon the construction of an implied term. 112

Since the two aforementioned cases, there seems to be some narrowing in the scope of the doctrine of frustration. 113 The Suez crisis of 1956, the closing of the Suez Canal again in 1967, the oil crisis in 1973, and the outbreak of hostilities between Iran and Iraq in 1980 all resulted in relatively few cases in which contracts were discharged on the doctrine of frustration. 114

4.2 France

During the war, the Cour de Cassation never extended impossibility of performance to include frustration of purpose or economic impracticability – unlike the English or German juridictions. Also after the war, when inflation started to rise, 115 the Cour de Cassation refused to give judicial relief on grounds of monetary depreciation. Although the language and the spirit of the Code civil were indeed generally unfavourable towards such judicial relief, 116 there were a number of clauses which could serve as a basis for relief, most prominently Article 1134. However, standing by its decision in the Canal de Craponne case that impossibility of performance must be absolute, 117 the Cour de Cassation ruled that the rise in prices after the war did not excuse the parties from performance: in the case Bacou v. Saint-Pé of 1921, the tenant had – at the end of the lease – the option to either return the leased livestock or its value, which had been determined in advance, at the conclusion of the lease on 4 December 1910. Here, the owner argued in vain that he was entitled to at least part of the increase in market value of the livestock, 118 in 1920, retail prices had increased by more than 300% since the beginning of the war in 1914. 119

Basically the only doctrine of French private law employed by the Cour de Cassation to relieve creditors of the effects of inflation was the doctrine of lésion. According to the doctrine of lésion, a seller of land who receives less than five-twelfths of the land’s true value, as determined by a commission of three experts, is entitled to rescission unless the buyer offers to increase the consideration to nine-tenths of the true value. 120 After the war, the franc underwent a period of constant weakening, interrupted by periods of rapid depreciation, viz. between 1918 and early 1921, 121 and between the end of 1923 and July 1926, when Poincaré stabilised the currency. 122 When the franc started to depreciate rapidly, the Cour de Cassation, departing from its previous position, held that with respect to fixed-price options for the sale of land, the relevant date was not that of agreement but of exercise of the option. 123

4.3 German Republic

Unsurprisingly, by the beginning of 1919 the Reichsgericht still held that
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‘A mere rise in price cannot release the seller, even if it results in considerable loss to him, from his contractual obligation. There would be no standard for determining what degree of loss was required before this liberation would be permitted. This would lead to an intolerable degree of legal uncertainty.’\(^{124}\)

But prices during the years 1918–19 went up much more rapidly than before, and in two decisions of December 1919 and July 1920 the Reichsgericht was willing to recognise that although a rise in prices is by itself insufficient, if dislocation of industry and trade were to make performance ‘essentially different’ than that contracted for,\(^{125}\) or lead to the economic ruin of a party to a contract,\(^{126}\) rescission should be granted.\(^{127}\) In September 1920, the Reichsgericht then extended the concept of impossibility to include economic impossibility and turned to good faith and the general theory of clausula rebus sic stantibus as the legal resources available to deal with contracts affected by inflation.\(^{128}\) For the first time, the Reichsgericht ordered a revision of the price, the loss to be fairly apportioned between the parties.\(^{129}\)

However, the Reichsgericht restricted the possibility of rescission or price revision to extreme circumstances, depending on the factual circumstances of each case, and emphasised whether enforcement of the contract would lead to the economic ruin of the party seeking relief.\(^{130}\) Moreover, contractors whose continuing performance would end up in positive loss\(^{131}\) were treated differently from those whose continuing performance would lead to a lost gain: \(^{132}\) the courts were more willing to grant relief to the former than to the latter.

Nevertheless, by the end of 1921, the mark started to depreciate rapidly and the courts, recognising that changes in prices were mainly attributable to changes in the value of money, were willing to grant relief in wholesale transactions.\(^{133}\) In a decision of November 1921, the Reichsgericht gave up the requirement of economic ruin as basis for relief and developed new theories of fair equivalence of performance\(^{134}\) and ‘changed conditions’\(^{135}\) under the provision of good faith. The remedy granted to the creditor under such theories was rescission, unless the debtor was willing to pay a reasonable increase in the contract price.\(^{136}\)

The rapid depreciation soon culminated in two decisions of February 1922 and June 1922, in which the Reichsgericht recognised judicial revision and considered that revision should be preferred over rescission.\(^{137}\) Moreover, these judgements were the first to openly acknowledge Oertmann’s theory of the Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage (disappearance of the contractual basis) as a basis for that revision.\(^{138}\) Finally, the latter judgement implicitly recognised for the first time that the face value of the mark might not be its value for legal purposes.\(^{139}\) Still the Reichsgericht emphasised the limited scope of these decisions to the particular circumstances of the case. The primary focus of judicial interference up to this point had been bilateral contracts for sale or performance of services.\(^{140}\) Outside the field of commercial contracts, only certain contracts having social impact, such as alimony payments or payment for the purpose of support and maintenance, were granted relief.\(^{141}\)

On 28 November 1923, however, when the dollar parity of the mark was quoted at 4.2 trillion, the Reichsgericht gave the most famous decision, which stated that under the new circumstances of inflation, the legal tender legislation contradicted the provision of good faith of the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch \(\S\) 242 and the latter must be given precedence over the former.\(^{142}\) For the first time, the Reichsgericht ordered revalorisation of simple money debts,\(^{143}\) the rate to be fixed by the court failing the parties’ agreement on a fair price. The Reichsgericht suggested that in determining the amount of revalorisation, a case-by-case fair determination of the interests of both parties was required.\(^{144}\) From this decision, a new era of enormously difficult – judicial revalorisation had started.\(^{145}\)

The major reform of the Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch in 2002 eventually supplied a statutory basis for the doctrine of the disappearance of the contractual basis (Wegfall der Geschäftsgrundlage) in § 313. The provision was designed to codify the case law as it had developed since the 1920s.\(^{146}\)
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4.4 The Netherlands

After the war, *force majeure* was accepted in hardly any cases as reason to discharge a contract. The judiciary again stressed that the event making performance impossible had to be unforeseen, and this turned out to hardly ever be the case. During the war, the assimilation of the practically impossible with the absolutely impossible had become generally accepted. However, just as the courts in England, France, and the German Empire, Dutch courts after the war appeared to be reluctant to rescind or interfere with contracts because of an increase in prices. Although the *Hoge Raad* in 1923 had decided that whether or not a contract had been performed in good faith, the subjective intention of the parties was not decisive but the objective criteria of reasonableness and equity, this remained an exception. In the following decade, the *Hoge Raad* consistently refused to grant relief on the basis of the principle of good faith in e.g. Article 1374(3) of the *Burgerlijk Wetboek*. In 1977, the *Hoge Raad* – probably for the first time – held that under unforeseen and very serious circumstances, according to criteria of reasonableness and equity, a debtor – here a fraudulent physician – could not expect the contract to be maintained in its unlimited form.

The new Dutch Civil code of 1992, in line with this case law and the ideas of Meijers, provided that the court could modify the effects of a contract or set it aside in whole or in part on the basis of unforeseen circumstances which are of such a nature that the co-contracting party, according to criteria of reasonableness and equity, may not expect the contract to be maintained in an unmodified form (Article 6:258 of the *Burgerlijk Wetboek* (1992)). However, despite this statutory basis, Dutch courts hardly ever modify a contract but seem to adhere to a ‘closed’ system in judicial practice.

5 Conclusion

Before coming to any conclusions, a brief summary of the above observations will be made. Firstly, before the war the English, French, German, and Dutch legal systems had rather uncompromising attitudes towards unforeseen circumstances. Discharge would be granted only in the case of absolute impossibility, although exceptionally in the English, German, and Dutch jurisdictions a kind of subjective impossibility was considered enough. This strict approach runs parallel with the stable economic circumstances before the war, the then prevailing liberal, individualist economic theories, and legal doctrines concerning the sanctity of contract and the right to specific performance, expressed e.g. in the rule *pacta sunt servanda*.

Secondly, during the war, the courts – perhaps surprisingly – more or less continued their pre-war approach of only allowing contract rescission in cases of absolute impossibility. The English and German courts somewhat relaxed this strict approach, for instance in the sense that they held a contract discharged if performance after a period of temporal impossibility would amount to something completely different than that of the contract conclusion. The French judiciary was divided in a strict sense between the *Cours de cassation*, which adhered to an absolute impossibility doctrine, and the *Conseil d’état*, which followed the doctrine of *imprévision*. The Dutch courts seemed to even restrict the scope of discharge because of supervening impossibility.

Although the war caused hardship in the various countries, their economies still functioned: in some cases indeed supervening impossibility occurred, but in many cases it was still very much business as usual. During the war, English, French, German, and Dutch courts thus managed to uphold the sanctity of contract and its underlying adagium *pacta sunt servanda* – though falteringly and with increasing difficulty towards the end of the war.

Thirdly, only after war, due to their various experiences the legal systems took a different course. In England, France, and the Netherlands, the courts continued their existing approach, or rather even restricted it again, as was the case in England: the sanctity of contract was saved. In Germany, however, as inflation progressed and the rise in prices was more clearly the result of currency fluctuations rather than of the value of commodities, the courts relaxed their attitude towards the legal consequences of contracts affected by inflation. The experience gained from the events occurring in Germany led to a gradual development towards an ‘open’ system, during the various stages of inflation. Clearly the rate of inflation played the primary role in shaping the courts’ attitudes. Direct price revision was ordered for the first time in Germany only in 1921, when prices
were about eight to ten times higher than their pre-war level. Even then, revision was limited through the requirement of economic ruin and was made dependent upon the factual circumstances of each case. Only by the end of 1921, when prices were about 50 times higher than their pre-war level, did courts turn to a more general theory of intervention, though large-scale revision began only at the end of 1923, when the collapse of the currency was complete.

During the war, the English, French, and Dutch experience resembled the German experience, and all managed to maintain the sanctity of contract. It was only after the war that these experiences diverged: although the British, French, German, and Dutch economies all struggled and knew inflation, only Germany experienced hyperinflation and the collapse of its currency. The British, French, and Dutch inflation levels at their peaks never exceeded a tenfold increase in the level of prices.\footnote{158. See Renner, Inflation (1999), at 25 and Mitchell, Statistics (1978), at 389-91 (Table H1, Wholesale Price Indices).}

Since the hyperinflation in the aftermath of the war, Germany had an ‘open’ system, which provides for either revision or rescission in cases of frustration of contract. England, France, and the Netherlands, did not experience such hyperinflation and remained ‘closed’: England has, although impossibility is not necessarily absolute, only rescission in case of frustration; the French Cour de cassation adheres to an absolute impossibility doctrine – although the Conseil d’état applies the doctrine of imprévation to government contracts; the Dutch courts hardly ever modify a contract – despite a statutory basis in Article 6:258 of the new Dutch Burgerlijk Wetboek of 1992 to modify or set aside contracts in case of frustration – and thus adhere to a ‘closed’ system in judicial practice.\footnote{159. See Hondius, Unexpected circumstances (2011), at 643-44.}

The following hypothesis can be formulated on the basis of the above observations: only countries which have experienced economic disaster, such as hyperinflation, might develop an ‘open’ system; otherwise countries will tend to retain ‘closed’ systems, which has been the norm since the late nineteenth century: pacta sunt servanda.

Indeed, several other countries with legal systems which have been classified as ‘open’ in legal practice – such as Austria, Slovenia, and Greece\footnote{160. See Hondius, Unexpected circumstances (2011), at 643-44.} – experienced hyperinflation, either in the aftermath of the First World War – Austria and Slovenia (as former part of the Habsburg Empire) – or the Second World War – Greece.\footnote{161. See Renner, Inflation (1999), at 25; Mitchell, Statistics (1978), at 390 (Table H1, Wholesale Price Indices).} Other countries with legal systems which have been classified as ‘closed’ in legal practice – Belgium, Denmark, Ireland, and Scotland\footnote{162. See Hondius, Unexpected circumstances (2011), at 643-44.} – did not experience such hyper-

inflation in the aftermath of the First or Second World War.\footnote{163. See Mitchell, Statistics (1978), at 390-91 (Table H1, Wholesale Price Indices).} Economic situations do not produce legal forms automatically but only contain the chance that, when a legal-technical discovery is made, it may also be propagated.\footnote{164. See M. Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft. Die Wirtschaft und die gesellschaftlichen Ordnungen und Mächte. Nachlaß, 3: Recht (MWG I/22-3) (2010), 346: ‘Ökonomische Situationen gebären neue Rechtsformen nicht einfach automatisch aus sich, sondern enthalten nur eine Chance dafür, daß eine rechtstechnische Erfindung, wenn sie gemacht wird, auch Verbreitung findet.’}

Nevertheless, a shared European experience in this field seems a high price for a shared European remedy for unexpected circumstances.